Département réseaux et télécommunications

International class

2017-2018

Final year of the Professional Bachelor1’s Degree
In Computer Networks and Telecommunications
specialising in Computer Networks, Mobility, Security
Candidates : Application form
Family Name
Capital letters according to the passport

First name
Capital letters according to the passport

Born place
(city, country)
Born date

Capital letters
Capital letters

&Home
address

Capital letters

Email address
Phone number
Citizenship
Capital letters

Can you please let us know if you know the procedure to get a visa, in some countries it
is necessary to register on the "campus France" website. Once you have registered, you
will get a number. We will need to validate this number.

Campus France number (if any):

1

Diploma for "end of secondary school (equivalent to French baccalaureat)
Place
Date
specialty

Bachelor 1st year or equivalent

Place
Date
Specialty
Bachelor 2nd year
Place
Date
Specialty
Other diplomas (dates, places), please give a detailed list
Add an additional sheet if necessary

2

Experience in networking, operating systems, telecommunications
(internships, work experience…)

Motivation to attend the international course

3

Département réseaux et télécommunications

International class

2017-2018

Final year of the Professional Bachelor1’s Degree
In Computer Networks and Telecommunications
specialising in Computer Networks, Mobility, Security
Required documents
___________________________________
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

□Application Form (This document)
□If ERASMUS (European students) : application.exchange.student_iut document
□Cover letter
□CV/résumé
□Copy of the passport
□End of secondary school diploma copy
□End of secondary school transcript of records copy

□Bachelor (1st year): transcript of records copy
9. □Bachelor (2st year): transcript of records copy
10. □Any other year in the higher education system transcript of record copy
11. □Higher education diplomas copies
8.

12. □Attestation of level In English
Preferentially:
TOEFL 520 (paper-based exam) or 210 (computer-based exam)
or TOEIC 700 or IELTS 5.5 or BULATS 70 ).
If the Scholarship was followed in an English-speaking institution, any document
proving the ability to follow the cursus can be provided
4

